
 

Minutes of Self-Catering Sector Meeting 

Tuesday 17 July at 6.30pm at Careys Manor Hotel 

 

Present:  Jean Baylis, Lisa Booth, Liz Burton, Alex & Marie Cunningham, Michael & Adrienne Freedman, Phil Harrod, 

Adele Holmes, Colin Preston, Trudie Russo, Deborah Sampson, Wanda Williams, Anthony Climpson, Carol Seymour, 

Stephen Lorton (Chair) 

Apologies: Ian Roxburgh 

1 Welcome & Chairman’s Introduction 

SL welcomed new GNF Members Michael & Adrienne Freedman and the group did a roundtable introduction.  

SL explained that he will continue chairing the S/C meetings until a suitable appointment can be made.  SL said that 

he felt, as there had been some discord amongst a small number of members previously, for the sake of good order 

and because at the recent Paultons Familiarisation Day other S/C Members had expressed concern about these 

tensions, it was important to articulate these points. 

SL went on to say that GNF is a business and its strategy and policy is determined by the board and enacted by the 

officers led by AC. Whilst the board will always consider member input and suggestions, as with any other business 

it was under no obligation to change policy &/or strategic direction unless it felt it was necessary. 

SL asked those present if they were happy with his summary, and this was unanimously agreed. 

2 Minutes of last meeting & Matters Arising 

The minutes of the last meeting were agreed as a correct record with the following matters arising: 

2.1  Little Acorns Rep –Liz Burton had been appointed as the S/C representative. 

2.2  AirBnB – Covered in GNF’s Q2 report recently circulated.  GNF is contributing to a crowd funded legal 

judgment led by the Tourism Alliance & UK Inbound to persuade Government to back a Safe & Legal Campaign to 

regulate the new Sharing Economy.  The judgment is to ask for an Opinion on considering enforcement action 

under the statutory consumer protection measures within Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 

2008 (CPUTR) against platforms which help accommodation providers to market to UK consumers without 

complying with H&S and other regulations. 

2.3  Women v Cancer – Following Rosetta Plowright’s (Vice-Chairman of the B&B Group) presentation at the 

last Hotels Group it was agreed to hold a GNF Charity Dinner on 15 Dec to raise funds for GNF’s adopted charity.    

Action: CS will liaise with CA who is organising and will circulate dinner & overnight prices with booking details 

2.4 Content Plan Member Engagement – Members have found the regular Content Plan helpful, but it was 

felt the whole subject of social media would make a good future workshop.  

3 GNF Q2 Report  

3.1 Website performance 

(a) Organic traffic to the website has been restricted by up to 40% by Google Algorithm changes and new 

subject widgets; nevertheless organic traffic actually grew by 26% in the year to date.  Full details can be found in 

the Q2 report. 



3.2 Website developments 

(a)  Booking integration – SimpleView (previously New Mind) has been asked to consider  adding Bookalet 

to the booking integrations.  The integrations for Free to Book, Eviivo, and SuperControl are likely to cost around 

£500. Once final costs have been agreed GNF will circulate Members to establish the level of interest. 

Action:  GNF to ask how many Members use Bookalet, or any other booking engines and pass to SimpleView for 

consideration. 

(b) Mobile enhancement (facility for mobile devices which includes plotting the visitor’s location on the 

map when they get their search results), Instagram Widget on the website and the recording of interactions with 

banner ads are all under discussion with SimpleView and GNF will update the group on any developments. 

3.2 Destination App – GNF were no longer pursuing the Leader funding due to some complexities over 

Grant monies already received; revised quotes were therefore being obtained to see what was available for the 

existing funds held with a view to building a basic app and then adding functions in the future if additional funding 

was secured. 

3.3 Members’ Training – the recent workshop on ‘How to attract customers the easy way’ was very well 

attended and feedback had been good.   AC tabled GNF’s new Value Proposition for comment and this is attached. 

Details of future training needs were listed in the Q2 report; the group felt that social media training was a priority.   

Action:  CS/AC to investigate the hiring of an IT classroom at Brockenhurst College in the holiday period so that 

1:1 training could be undertaken. 

3.4 Business Plan KPIs – circulated in Q2 report. 

3.5 Foodie Fortnight – AC said that the New Forest Food Festival Fortnight would run 3-16 November as a 

Member Only event led by the Hotel Group.   

3.6 Dates for your Diary – AC explained that the workshop event on 3 October was to be a facilitated 

discussion on improving the marketing of the destination 2020 and all Members would be invited to attend and 

input to the process. 

4 Members’ Items 

4.1 Electric Charge Points – with the growing popularity of electric cars, Members discussed how they 

should approach charging their guests for using electric, which could be costly.  SL said that Paultons were 

investigating the options of electric car charging but there did not appear to be a clear way forward with regards to 

standardization and they are yet to install anything.   For example: Electric vehicles used different types of plugs – 

they are not standard. Users may leave the vehicles plugged in for longer than they needed to. Chargemaster put in 

a station and allocate a card to record usage.  TR said she is also getting enquiries from cottage owners on the 

matter.  SL said that he would be happy to put together a paper on the matter for circulation to Members.  It may 

be worthwhile approaching Tourism Alliance to seek their views. 

Action:  SL to put together a paper on the provision and charging for electric vehicles.   

4.2 Water Services – AlexC had approached AC because of escalating waste water costs.  A potential new 

corporate member was now investigating alternative provision and if beneficial this would be shared with the 

group.  MF pointed out that Office of the Water Regulator are conducting a review and it may be worthwhile 

looking at the outcome of that report. 

4.3 AC said that the B&B group were currently looking at the cost of credit card service providers and would 

circulate details of options for future group purchasing. 

5 Any other business – there was no other business. 

6 Date of Next Meeting – Thursday 10 October at 6.30pm – venue TBC. 


